
Highlights User Guide 

Login 

1. Logging into Hapara Dashboard at https://teacherdashboard.com or by using the Hapara tile on 

your teacher portal.  Login using your Google credentials. 

 

2. Click on the appropriate class: 

 

3. Selecting Highlights on the menu bar: 

https://hapara.teacherdashboard.com/


4. This will take you to the Browser Tabs view within Highlights: 

HIGHLIGHTS VIEWING MODES 

Activity Viewer 

The Activity Viewer displays a near-real-time easily-absorbed teacher-centric overview 

of all current learner browser activity. You can access it by clicking on the Activity Viewer sub-

navigation tab.  

The Activity Viewer has 3 sections: 

 Class Activity lists all sites that students currently have open in their browsers 

 Collaboration lists all URLs and documents that two or more students have open at the same 

time.  

 Unique Activity lists all URLs and documents that exactly one student has open - highlighting 

students who are "exploring" or working by themselves. 



Browser Tabs 

The Browser Tabs view allows you to see sites/URL opened and closed by students in their 

browser action since the start of your Highlights session. The page displays the items most recently 

opened by your students: 

By default, Highlights displays up to 5 URLs within each student panel. This can be adjusted by 

clicking on ‘5 items’ in the top right action bar as per below and selecting the number of items you 

want to see. Up to 25 items can be displayed. Increasing the number of items displayed on student 

panels will increase the size of the student panels.  

In the student panel, you can click the x to the right of a site or URL, and that tab will be 

closed on the students’ device. 

Current Screens 

The Current Screens view allows you to view each students currently open tab. 

 



The Current Screens view requires more school network bandwidth. So screen images are only sent 

when the you have the Current Screens tab open. Your school System Administrator may choose to 

reduce the bandwidth used by reducing the quality of the images shown. 

To have a closer look at a student screen, click on the required student panel.  An enlarged image of 

the student screen will be shown. You can download the image by clicking the ‘Save’ button. 

 

 Snaps 

The Snaps feature lets you make a digital note of student(s) online activity for reference at a later 

stage. For example, you may have noticed a student activity of interest, which you want to explore or 

investigate further in order to better support the learning and development of your student or guide 

them towards more focused or appropriate behavior. 

To create a Snap click on the camera icon  which appears in a few places on the Activity 

Viewer page. 

The Snaps tab allows you to see all snaps recorded over the past 7 days: 



 

 The page has three panels: 

1. Snap List. Lists all Snaps recorded over the past 7 days. 

2. Snap Summary. Displays a summary of the specific snap selected in the Snap List   

3. Send Feedback. Displays the feedback template teachers can use to start conversations and 

provide guidance to the student(s).    

Send Message 

The Send Message feature lets you send targeted messages to selected students, groups or the 

whole class.  


